
Oral histories 
 
The oral history element of the project was undertaken in partnership with Beamish 
Museum (www.beamish.org.uk).  Mini-disk recording equipment was loaned to the 
project for its duration and the final recordings have been formally archived at the 
museum. 
 
‘Extraordinary people who have lived ordinary lives?’ Or… 
It was interesting how, when first contacting many of the retired farmers, there was a 
feeling, sometimes actually expressed, that they didn't have much to say, or what 
they did have to tell could be quickly delivered over the telephone.  Not one person 
declined, however, when asked if they could be interviewed at their homes.  It 
appeared that this experience honoured the work they had undertaken throughout 
their long and often hard lives, which perhaps was something they hadn't previously 
considered to be remarkable.  The fact that someone was now prepared to come 
and not just listen to but even record them – from Beamish as well! – talking about 
some of their farming experiences and memories gave a certain recognition of the 
value of that work.  Some freely offered the loan of personal photographs to the 
project as well.   
 
‘Ordinary people who have lived extraordinary lives?’ 
The retired farmers were originally suggested to us by Richard Betton, of the Upper 
Teesdale Agricultural Support Services (UTASS) and Dr Margaret Bradshaw, well 
known Teesdale botanist, who has done much work over the years surveying the 
flora of many of these same farmers’ meadows.  From this original list, and 
sometimes as a result of having gained the confidence of the interviewee, other 
names were put forward or suggested.  Other possible contacts emerged as a result 
of the research project itself - among this latter group should be included two who 
have achieved something of a celebrity status in their time; one, Hannah Hauxwell, 
who was ‘discovered’ by Yorkshire TV back in the 1970s, and the other, the ‘Last 
Horseman’ himself, John Dodd, who still farms using horses in Allendale. 
 
Because interviewees often recommended other people whom it would be worth 
talking to, there tended to emerge a 'concentration effect' of interviews in Teesdale.  
Janice Moore, who was interviewed as a ‘current farmer’ initially, was very helpful in 
facilitating the recorded interviews with Hannah Hauxwell, and between them 
suggested we should talk to both Jack Addison and Bill Nixon.  This led to a larger, 
more detailed and inter-linking picture emerging of hay timing in one dale, 
Baldersdale, than might otherwise have been the case from just talking to isolated 
farmers dotted around the North Pennines. 
 
We were also keen to not just ask for male farmer’s memories.  The interviews with 
both Hannah and Peggy Nixon add a different, female perspective on the work at 
times. 
 
The interviews generally lasted between 40 mins and an hour and followed a similar 
pattern: 
• a general description of the farm as they first remembered it (often on first leaving 

school at 14 to work on it) 
• a description of the hay farming year 



• a more detailed description of the actual haymaking process. 
 
 
Summary of comments from the recorded interviews 
 
General comments  
The memories tended to cover the period from the late 1930s, when horses worked 
alongside people as the only sources of power on the farms, through the Second 
World War right up to the 1960s and the advent of tractors and increased 
mechanisation. 
 
One of the key points that was emphasised in these interviews was how dependent 
hay time was on the weather and how much longer the whole process would take 
compared to today.  In the days before silage making and modern machinery it was 
a slow, weather-dependent business. 
 
‘It was a cloud that hung over you till you got it done. The urgency never went away.’ 

David Bentley 
 
Farm holdings were typically much smaller in the 1930s and the economics – and 
associated expectations regarding standards of living and material goods when 
compared to today – allowed a typical 100 acre farm to support a whole family, plus 
maybe one or two hired hands or farm labourers.  Alan Scott talks eloquently of the 
two men who worked for him all their working lives and how hard it was to tell them 
they would have to leave when he retired.  Jack Addison recalls having not just a 
farm worker but a live-in maid too. 
 
‘I only had two men all my farming career. I had them both at the start and both at 
the finish… The hardest thing I ever did was having to make him redundant when we 
left.’ 

 Alan Scott  
 
Typically there would be 120-150 head of Swaledale sheep and a small dairy herd, 
perhaps about 20 head of Shorthorn cattle.  The sheep would be kept on ‘allotments’ 
on the moor edge for most of the year but brought down to the meadows and 
pastures for lambing in the spring and sales in the autumn.  Cattle would be kept in 
byres over winter and would graze the meadows after hay time. 
 
The haymaking year 
The haymaking year probably differed little from that of today in many respects – 
with the clear exception that hay time itself tended to take far longer.  Although in 
practice there could be much variation between farms, between dales and between 
years, a summary of a ‘standard’ traditional haymaking year is shown below based 
on the individual oral history accounts. 
 
The early months of the year would see manuring taking place when the weather 
allowed.  Liming was common, and applying ‘basic’ (pronounced ‘bassic’) slag – 
phosphorous-rich waste from the steelworks on Teesside – favoured the clovers.  
The sheep would be brought into the meadows to lamb from early April, returning to 



the allotments in May when the meadows would be shut up to allow the grasses to 
grow.   
 
On most farms the start of hay time was closely tied to clipping time.  Once the 
sheep were clipped, hay time could begin – just so long as there was a good enough 
crop of grass and the weather was set fine.  Some farmers would favour getting in an 
early, i.e. June, crop if they could.  In Teesdale the picture emerged of no one set 
time of starting, but rather a gradual progression as you moved further up the dale. 
 
The work would be laborious and could last well into September and even as late as 
October if the weather were particularly poor that year.   
 
‘Everything then was absolutely dreadfully slow. There was one year at Middle End 
they were taking the first hay in as the beaters went out on 12th August’.  

Willy Wearmouth  
 
Once hay time was finished there was rarely any time for celebration, unlike a 
Harvest Supper for example.  Clipping was the main time for social gathering on 
these farms, certainly on the larger ones when neighbours would come from miles 
around to help clip the sheep and try to get all the work done in one day.  Rather, it 
appeared that farmers were just pleased and much relieved that all the hard work 
was over and their sheds and barns were full with ‘the mow’ to feed their stock 
through the winter.  Then it was on with the other jobs around the farm or helping 
their neighbours perhaps. 
 
‘It was blight of my life, hay time. We never had a summer, it was all hay time.’ 

Eileen Bentley 
 
‘You sat down and said that’s it.’  

Connie Wearmouth, sister of Derek 
 
The period when gangs of men might go round the farms in teams scything the hay 
had passed by this period but scythes were still commonly used to cut the ‘wall-
backs’ around the fields.  Barely a stalk would be wasted.  Even once small baling 
came in with tractors in the 1960s you could get a couple of dozen bales of ‘rakings’ 
from a meadow. 
 
This was still a time when neighbours helped each other out. Perhaps this was 
another reason why individual farmers might not celebrate the end of hay time on 
their farms.  It was more a group or collective activity and once you’d finished, rather 
than sitting down, you’d go out and lend a hand to your neighbours. 
 
‘If a neighbour hadn’t finished you go and give them a hand, get your supper and 
think you’d had a good night out.’ 

Jack Addison 
 
Once hay time was finished, the fields might be shut up for a time to allow the 
‘aftermath’ to grow; in other cases the stock would be allowed on straight away it 
seemed to graze ‘the fog’.  The sheep and lambs would be brought back to be got 



readied for the sales in October.  In November however the sheep would be back on 
the moors and the cattle in the barns for the winter. 
 
There would then be the task of getting the hay to the sheep and cattle.  In some 
byres, such as that at ‘Hannah’s Meadow’, the cattle might be tied up on one side 
and hay stored on the other.  It would be cut with a hay spade into ‘desses’, a portion 
large enough to be carried out to the animals in the fields.  Where larger quantities 
had to be taken out the hay might be loaded on to sleigh, more rarely a ‘long cart’, 
and dragged out to the fields. 
 
A Summary of the Traditional Hay Making Year 
 
‘The two important times were lambing time and hay time.  Lambs were your income; 
hay the feed for your animals.’                                           Hannah Hauxwell, 17/1/07 
 
October 
‘October is the start of the haymaking year, when the lambs and calves are ready for 
sale.’                                      David Bentley, 30/11/06 
November 
‘The lambs were sold and the cattle would be back inside by early November.’ 
                                                                                                      Fred Allinson, 15/3/07 
‘The meadows were closed up as long as there was grass on the hills to feed the 
stock, but they were brought down to feed on the fog as required.  They were then 
taken into barns about the beginning of November.’              Selwyn Watson, 15/12/06
 
…throughout the winter… 
‘Muck was carted out throughout the winter and spread by hand, till machines came 
in and made the job easier, till lambing time.’            David Bentley, 30/11/06 
‘Slag was put on in winter time, half a ton to the acre, once in every 5 or 6 year.’ 

               John Rudd, 14/12/06 
January/February 
‘Manure was pulled out with a horse and cart and put in heaps, say 3 yards apart.  It 
was spread out and then, come April, harrowed.’                  Derek Wearmouth, 7/2/07
‘We manured with carts that had iron wheels – you couldn’t take those out on land 
that was wet.  The middens would get very large till a dry or frosty spell came! ‘   
                                                                                                            Bill Nixon, 8/3/07 
March 
‘The meadows would be harrowed in March if the weather was right, to level them out 
and spread the manure around, but not rolled.’                           Jack Addison, 5/3/07 
 
April 
‘The sheep were brought into the pastures and meadows to lamb in April, they would 
go back to the moor by mid-May.’                           Fred Allinson, 15/3/07 
‘Just the ewe lambs would be in the meadows till May.’           David Bentley, 30/11/06
 
May 
‘All the sheep would be off the meadows by 1st May, the meadow would be rolled to 
push the pebbles in and flatten it where the sheep had scratched with their feet 
because, as they say, ‘where the soil is consolidated around the roots it does grow a 
little bit quicker’.  It was also chain harrowed to break up the manure and flatten the 



molehills.  The hay was all grown in six weeks: I was once told ‘your land is in good 
heart if you can grow a crop of hay in six weeks’ and we did.’                                          
                                                                                                      John Rudd, 14/12/06 
‘Lambing started on 1st May in the home fields and the meadows were cleared out by 
the end of May.’                                 Selwyn Watson, 15/12/06 
 
June 
‘We would clip the sheep around 21st June, the longest day, and as soon as we’d 
finished that, we’d start to cut the hay.’                                      John Rudd, 14/12/06 
 
July 
‘We started making hay about the first week of July, always starting nearest the 
homestead – you couldn’t go through the first field into the next one.   Generally the 
fields nearest home were always the best, as they were manured more.  You cut as 
much meadow as you could cope with, 2 or 3 acres a day; you had hay in four 
different stages.  If a shed was handy, you’d sweep direct into that, otherwise you’d 
make pikes.’                                                               Selwyn Watson, 15/12/06 
 
‘We would start hay time after going clipping on the second Monday of July, cutting 
some grass on the Saturday, just an acre or two – a plot at a time.’   Bill Nixon, 8/3/07 
 
August 
‘In a good year you’d hope to finish by the first week of August or in time for the 
Hexham Show.’                                         John Rudd, 14/12/06 
‘We hoped to finish by 12th August to go grouse beating, but it was not unknown to 
come back from beating and go back into the hay field.’      Jack Addison, 5/3/07 
 
September 
‘Hay time would be finished in September in a good year.  Lambs would be brought in 
from the allotment to graze the fog.  We relied on the fog to get them ready for the 
sales in October.’                                          Hannah Hauxwell, 17/1/07 
 
Haymaking process 
A meadow would typically be divided up into ‘sets’ – maybe three or four to a field – 
and cut with a single horse-drawn finger-bar mower early in the morning before 
breakfast. 
 
The following day it might be turned, by hand with a hay rake or horse-drawn turner.  
Given fine weather the next day it might then be gone through and strewed – that is 
thrown up and about with a strewer.  Then it would be raked into rows, so you might 
have seen in one field the four stages in the haymaking process. 
 
‘If it rained you’d go on for weeks turning it, and ended up with stuff that was hardly 
worth picking up.’  

Alan Scott  
 
The rows would then be raked into smaller heaps leaving gaps that made it easier 
for the gate – or winged – sweep to gather up the hay into larger heaps.  If the hay 
was ready it might be swept straight into a barn if there was one in the field, or it 
might be loaded loose onto a hay sledge and dragged to a barn next to the 



farmhouse.  If there was a particularly good crop and the barns were already full, a 
haystack would be built usually in the field itself. 
 
Often though, if the hay was still damp, it would be made into ‘pikes’, a couple of 
sweeps to a pike.  These were circular stacks about 10 or 12’ high, shaped like old 
plastic saltshakers.  Some would use old hessian sacks, opened out, to cover and tie 
them down, sometimes just a couple of ropes weighted down with a small rock would 
suffice to keep the top layers from blowing away. 
 
‘If it was still green you’d make them into pikes. You’d put your hay out in a circle and 
keep the middle full and higher all the time. After the pikes were built, someone 
would feed hay out from the bottom of the pike, put it round a couple of teeth on the 
rake, spin it out and make rope. The rake would be used to put it over the top and 
tuck it in the other side and that would keep the top on. Pikes could stay out for ages 
if you were busy in other fields, then there’d be round yellow rings in the fields where 
they’d stood.’ 

Desmond Collinson  
 
Then, if the weather was too poor for haymaking elsewhere on the farm, the job of 
leading the pikes into the barns would be undertaken.  If the field was close to the 
barn, this could be simply done by placing a chain round it and dragging it across the 
field.  If there was some distance to travel or there was a track to follow, a two-
wheeled ‘pike bogey’ would be used.  The bogey’s platform could be tipped up so 
the back end was in contact with the ground.  The pike could then be winched slowly 
by a ratchet pulley onto the platform which would then tip up and level itself once its 
centre of gravity was passed.  The pike could then be led to the barn but even this 
task could be hard work if the field was not level and extra care had to be taken to 
stop it slipping off. 
 
Loading the hay into the barns was hard work too.  Some would place straw on the 
bottom of the barn before the hay was piled in.  Typically there would be one man 
outside with a long hay fork throwing the hay up into the ‘bowel hole’.  Inside, where 
it could get really warm, dry and dusty, might often be one of the women on the farm 
spreading the hay about and treading it down.   
 
Wildlife 
The farmers were asked about any changes they had seen in their time in the wildlife 
on their farms.  Their answers differed, with some saying there had been little 
change but others would note big changes. 
 
‘Rabbits have taken over – this is the biggest change, as gamekeepers no longer do 
anything about rabbits.’ 

Robert Hooper  
 
Plants 
Some of the farmers interviewed had a good knowledge of the plants to be found on 
their farms.  Some had learnt their names while at school, having had to pick them 
on their way to school to put on the ‘nature tables.’  One had been on one of 
Margaret Bradshaw’s courses and had maintained a life-long interest. 
 



‘Henpens’ – yellow rattle – grew where the grass wasn’t very good. Garlic was 
‘ramps’ – cows loved them, but you couldn’t sell their milk if they’d been eating it. 

Desmond Collinson  
 
Others didn’t know or really take much interest in these plants or were not aware 
they were so rare. 
 
‘It came as a surprise to learn that my pasture was so interesting…  I used to look at 
things and think how bonny some of the wild flowers were – what nice colours – but I 
was never aware of their variety or rarity.’ 

Hannah Hauxwell, quoted in ‘Daughter of the Dales’, p.251 (omnibus edition) 
  
Birdlife 
Most, when asked, remembered hearing a corncrake as a child.  
 
‘There were corncrakes when I was young. The little chicks would run about when 
we started hay time. As soon as they started silaging, and taking two crops off, that 
just chopped them to bits.’                     Derek Wearmouth 
 
Nearly all mention the peewits…  
 
‘Peewits?  You were lucky you didn’t stand on a nest at lambing time, there were that 
many.’                             Alan Scott 
 
‘Two birds are the farmer’s friends.  Lapwing is one, t’other’s swallow – the two 
nicest birds there is.’                        Derek Wearmouth  
 
And others merited individual mention… 
 
‘Skylarks have practically vanished from here – but can’t put that down to one 
specific thing. They like a bit of rough ground, there’s not so much of that here now, 
and crows find the nests and eat the eggs.’                             David Wise 
 
‘Pheasants have really arrived in force, whereas once having a pheasant with your 
hens was something to tell your neighbours, by the end if you fed your hens you had 
as many pheasants in with them as hens!’            Alan Scott 
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